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We are not on the right track for meeting the long-term Paris Agreement goals: how to effectively guide the progressive increase of ambition, as organized by the cyclical process of the Paris Agreement?

We need to:

- look into systemic **transformations** and their enablers
- reflecting the **heterogeneous** nature of different countries and sectors
- looking at multiple **dimensions and aspects** of the transitions

Both,

- Forward-looking: long-term granular pathways towards net zero
- Backwards-looking: how change is happening, at what pace and why

This report assesses progress beyond immediate emission level through a bottom-up approach: *carbon transition maturity markers & hooks for increasing ambition*
70 authors
26 countries
3 sectors
10 key cross-cutting messages

- domestic discourses
- climate governance
- concrete policies and actions
This report aims at contributing to the process of collective learning:

- Mutual learning inside countries
- Mutual learning among peers
- Learning to work together

The report is an illustration of an approach. To achieve its ultimate goal, more efforts are needed to cover the necessary depth across countries and sectors.
Thank you for your attention!

Report available on:
www.iddri.org
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